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STAMPS FROM SELECTRONIC, AUTOMATIC MACHINES ; AN UPDATE . By Charles Lallonde.

The purpose of this report is to summarize the current status of the stamps from
automatic machines which have caused so much turmoil on the Swiss philatelic
scene over the past three years .

	

There are now THREE types of such stamps,
the first two of which have already been included in the various stamp catalogs
of Switzerland .

	

(This fact is important because in 1976, when the first ones
were issued, there was much discussion about whether they were really stamps .)

The experiment began on August 9, 1976 when four automatic stamp machines were
put into operation on a trial basis .

	

Stamps from the machines were identified
by number as follows : Al Zürich ;

	

A2 Bern ;

	

A3 Grindelwald ; and A4 Geneva .

	

The
philatelic importance of these stamps was ignored by the PTT ; but some first
day covers were prepared by private stamp dealers .

	

While debate about whether
or not they were real stamps raged, the FDCs were sold out .

	

By the time the
stamps were added to the Zumstein catalog the FDCs were quite rare (expensive).

Because the test was a complete success, the PTT decided to order and install
more of the machines ; and philatelists moaned as they pictured stamps numbered
from Al to A500 or higher!

	

But the PTT resolved the problem by removing the
numbers from the stamps .

	

Thus on June 2 , 1978, as the original stamps machin-
es were replaced by four new ones, it no longer made any difference from which
machine a stamp came .

	

As with the first stamp type, the PTT ignored the issue
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	 continued from page 181 . . ..

day of stamp number two ; but a few dealers again made FDCs .

	

By March of 1979
there were 37 of the new machines in operation, all of which produced the same
type of stamps .

	

In one of these machines, in Zürich-Oerlikon, a PTT technician
checking the machine left, by accident (?), a plain paper roll used for control
purposes ; one philatelist got wind of it, and thus type two stamps exist on that
plain paper without blue underprinting and without fluorescence . They are rare.

Just when things seemed to be running smoothly, the next change occurred, on
March 13, 1979 .

	

It caught everyone by surprise .

	

On that date the stamp cliché
from the machine at Zürich 23 Hauptbahnhof was changed to produce type three
stamps, easily distinguished by the smaller lettering in HELVETIA, and smaller
PP . This new design, resulting from a change to a series of 500 clichés cast in
zinc rather than hand-cut, will be put into use in all current and future ma-
chines . FDCs (7) were offered at least by one dealer for six Swiss francs.

Catalog values for all these issues have little meaning since developments have
been moving so fast .

	

Therefore the table below shows latest retail values for
the stamps . All prices given are in Swiss francs, and for stamps with a face
value of 40 centimes (the most common inland postcard and letter rate).

I . August 9, 1976 : 4 machines with numbers Al, A2, A3, A4.
Mint :

	

Used :

	

FOC:
AI (Zürich) and A2 (Bern)

	

1 .30

	

1 .30

	

20 .00
A3 (Grindelwald)

	

2 .30

	

2 .30

	

40 .00
A4 (Geneva)

	

1 .80

	

1 .80

	

25 .00

Il. June 26, 1978 : large print ; no number
37 machines (lists in "philatelica")

	

0 .80

	

0 .80

	

13 .50

III . March 13, 1979 : small print ; no number
(Known locations so far : Zürich 23 and

Geneva 1)

	

0 .80

	

0 .90

	

N/A

Editor's addendum : numerous varieties and errors have been reported from these
machines . If there is reader interest, a more detailed report may be presented .
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SWISS REGISTRATION LABELS, AN OVERVIEW . B y Walter Huber, 4016 Address:
P.O.B. 73,

BASEL (Switzerland)

Prior to 1892, registered items car -
ried in the Swiss mails were stamped
with a variety of markings, such as
RECOMMANDIRT, CHARGÉ[E], and the like.
But letters going abroad needed, in
addition, another stamp in form of a
large "R", the letter chosen by the
UPU for registered mail.

On June 7, 1892, however, and as "Act.
Nr . 1498 .1," the Swiss postal gazette
(Postamtsblatt) carried, as itemNo.20,
the following directives:

20 . Numbering of Registered 	 Mail.
Beginning July 1, 1892, registered
letter mail and COD items for addres -
ses within and outside of Switzerland,
as well as value-declared letters and
boxes for foreign destinations are to
be so designated by the affixing of a
printed posting number label of the
form and imprint as shown [at right].
(The border, the letter R, and the
number are printed in red .)

These posting labels will be issued in
two types : in a series numbered to 100
and in another one to 1000 . The large
series will be issued only to more
important post offices.

As of the day of beginning this new
system all accountable postal
facilities will start their posting ledgers
for registered and COD mails with the
number "1" . After that the numerical
order for all these items must be kept
very carefully so that numbers in the
register will correspond to the num-
bered labels affixed to the mail items
Once a series of labels is used up,
one starts at the number 1 anew.

All cancellation devices stating " Charge" or "R" are to be returned, after re -
ceipt of the printed number labels, to the respective regional postal head-
quarters (materials section) . They will all become obsolete.

From July 1, 1892 on the new registration labels indeed were placed into use,
and Switzerland, with rare exceptions (to be discussed later) has retained the
label system for her registered mails (letters, postal cards, postcards,
printed matter,	 and value-declared items or COD matter).

The listings and illustrations that follow attempt a complete classification of
all Swiss registration labels from 1892 to the present.

Abbreviations	 used	 in the following	 listings:
P = printing ; S = separation ; M = measurements (size) in : mm (millimeters);

L = length ; PO = post office ; RL = registration label(s) . -- As usual with rou -

letted labels it is always difficult to find them well separated at top & bottom .
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ODDITIES AND VARIETIES:

For certain, special purposes, such as when a registered item
(a small parcel, a registered book, or such) has arrived badly

damaged from abroad (as far as the wrappings are concerned), the PTT
may repack such an item at the border, add a small sticker only
with a red "R" and hand-copy the foreign registration number in ink,
The item shown was attached to the new wrapping of a registered
parcel of books, mailed from France to Switzerland in 1966.

At times, green "PP" labels have been
used, probably on an emergency basis,
by PO clerks "out" of red "R" labels.
In both instances shown, the green
"PP" is neatly or sloppily marked out.

At least once, in the instance shown
from Romanshorn 2, a much larger
parcel inscription label, numbered,
was cut down in size and used as a
make-shift registration label after
a big manuscript "R" had been added.

It can also happen that misprints slip by at the PTT's printing works . Such er -
rors in spelling are amusing although no special value, except that of
curiosity, should be attached . Below a few such errors are depicted.

Sometimes one finds a ms."V" after the serial number . This is affixed by postal
clerks when they suspect that currency is sent in a registered letter . Rightful-
ly, currency should be sent in value-declared letters with pink "V" labels.

NOTE to the tables'	 last	 column : The given year when each label type was put in
use may not (yet) correspond with reality . I have noted the date of the year on
the oldest cover in my collection . It may well be that other collectors will
discover earlier samples . In such instances l would very much appreciate receiv -
ing photostats (xeroxes) of such covers, to add to my research collection . Con -
versely it should be noted that until the end of 1978 some tiny POs were still
using RLs from as far back as the second group! But most of these small offices,
if not all, have been closed over the last few years . It is always interesting
to note, though, that a PO may still be using a long replaced RL type.

NOTE to group7 .1 : More and more firms and larger POs are now using these num -
bering devices (=stamp-ons), thus avoiding the sticking of labels on the covers.
It must be observed that there are many different types of these devices, in
size as well as in color (red and black according to postal regulations, but not
always heeded because it is simpler to ink a pad in only one color than in two!
Often the pads are carelessly inked, to boot

As a closing observation it might be reported that as far back
as 1912 experiments were conducted for stamping on registra-
tion numbers . The Philatelistische Nachrichten (Swiss) of May,
1912 report a machine, located in Basel which stamped on num -
bers and gave the postal patron an identical receipt .
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"SECRET MARKS" By L . Mac Arthur, A . H . P . S.

Editor's prefatory note: Replies to and discussions of these observations are in-

Stamps issued by the United States, Austria, Bavaria, and other countries had
one thing in common : "SECRET MARKS ." Has it ever occurred to you that some of
the early Swiss issues had secret marks? If you collect Switzerland as a

specialty, you may want to know or learn of these little known facts.

The purpose of this article is to help you find the secret marks on the 1854-62
Sitting Helvetia (Silk thread) issues . Also what to look for . Almost every one
of the first four values issued carries the designer's secret mark .

	

These
should not be confused with the engraver's marks.

All values are unwatermarked, embossed, and with silk thread . Only the first
four values, the 5, 10, 15, and 40 Rp . carry the secret marks . All secret marks
are on the front of the stamp .

	

Usually they can be viewed without the aid of a
glass.
The first value is the 5 Rp . (Scott 424 or #36) . Look on the right hand side,
at

	

the "T" in CENTESIMI (Fig . A) at the middle of the cross bar . On top you
will find a small white hump or dot .

	

Other values of this issue will not have
this mark.

At the right side of the head on the 10 Rp . (Scott #16, Y26, #37 ; Fig . B) al-
most even with the top of the head, you will find a very prominent white right
angle . This is because the lines of shading in the lozenges are missing . Other
values of these issues do not carry this mark.

In the 15 Rp . (Scott 417, #28, #38 ; Fig . C) to the left of the spear shaft and
head, you will find four lines of shading in this lozenge . If you will check
the other values, including the 2 Rp ., 20 Rp . and 1 Fr ., you can only find
three lines of shading . These can be seen on clear, bright prints, without the
aid of a glass .

	

Other prints you may have to use the glass.

The last is the 40 Rp . value (Scott #18, #29, #40 ; Fig . D) . If you look within
the shield, on the right hand side of the oval and cross, you can see a thick,
curved line of color just to the right of the middle cross bar . In the other
values this thick line does not appear . This is best seen on dark impressions.
On very light impressions it is almost nonexistent.

The secret marks can be an aid to help detect the few forgeries that have been
attempted of this issue . While of no help in identifying the year of issue,
they are quite interesting . They could make up an extra page or two for your
exhibit or for your collection of the 1854-62 silk thread issues.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS :

	

Laurence Moore in Helvetia	 News	 Letter	 (GB)
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SWITZERLAND : A PANORAMA OF ITS POSTAL HISTORY AND STAMPS : 4, serialization, for
TELL . of the A .H .P .S . Slide Show (available through APS), by Harlan Stone.

The first two stamps appeared in Switzer-
land in 1843, when the Canton of Zurich
followed the British example and became
the second postal administration in the
world to issue adhesives for the
prepayment of postage.

The 4 Rappen stamp paid for local mail,
going within the district served by any
one post office.

The 6 Rappen stamp, shown at right as well
as on part of letter (from Winter -
thur to Zurich, at left) paid for
mail to any place within the canton.

GENEVA CANTONAL STAMPS

Later in 1843 the Canton and Republic of Geneva followed
the Zurich example with its "Double Geneva" stamp, shown
below in complete form . When split, half of the double
stamp paid the local rate of 3 centimes, and the whole
stamp paid the 10 centimes rate from one locality to an-
other within
the canton.

Because the
public wasunenthusiastic

about prepay -
ing postage
for letters,
Geneva re -
duced its can-
tonal rate to
5 centimes for
stamped let-
ters in 1845
and issued a

" Small Eagle" stamp
on light green pa-
per (notshown). The
eagle is called
small because its
wing does not touch
the inner frame line.
In 1847 the "Large
Eagle" was issued
(atleft), followed
in 1848 by the same
stamp on dark green
instead light paper.
Cut-outs from enve -
lopes (not shown)
also could be used
after 1846 to pay
the cantonal rate .
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NEW ISSUES -- SWITZERLAND ; SEPTEMBER 6, 1979 (PICTURES IN GD-PTT ADVERTISEMENT)

5 new stamps have been announced for issue on 9-6-79 -- one regular ; 4 commems.

The regular stamp is a 3 Fr . value in the Architecture and Crafts series begun
in 1973 .

	

It replaces, as previously announced, the lowest value of the 1961
Evangelists issue and depicts the 15th century baptismal font at Saanen/Gesse -
nay (BE) evang .-ref . church, a place of worship known for its enormous steeple
roof (shown on the FDC as cachet and visible from far away .)

The Publicity	 Set	 11/79 announces : 20 cts ., Centennial	 of	 the	 Swiss	 Numismatic
Society . The gold coin shown is a quarter "stater," a Celtic imitation of a
Macedonian coin featuring Apollo's head, struck and used approximately in the
second century by the Helvetians, in the general region of Zürich where it was
found . -- 40 cts ., an allegoric rendition for the International 	 Year of the
Child, celebrated the world over upon the initiative of UNICEF . -- The Fifti -
eth Anniversary of the Union of Swiss Radio Hams is remembered on the 70 cts.
value which features a Morse code "key" and a communications satellite used by
the organization . -- And the 80 cts . stamp is dedicated to the European Space
Agency's 205 .5 ton, three-stage ARIANE launcher rocket, plus payload, which is
to begin "spewing into orbit" communications and/or weather satellites later
this year from French Guyana . Switzerland is one of ten ESA member nations.

NEW ISSUE -- LIECHTENSTEIN: PATRON SAINTS; 20FR,- The gorgeously produced high
value of 20 Franc denomination will be described in the October TELL . The FL
Philatelic Service grants subscribers NOT to receive normal quantities of this
stamp by subscription -- a friendly gesture on their part . Buy an FDC now!

LATE FLASH -- NEW CATALOGUE IN 1980, The house of Zumstein, Bern, will issue a
revised and updated Postal Stationery Catalogue of Switzerland early in 1980.

THE POSTAL STATIONERY CARD THAT WASN'T . By Felix Ganz .
Pictured here is a
non-existing Swiss
post (postal) card
reputedly

	

issued
with an imprinted,
orange 25

cts. Edelweiss "stamp." It
is "canceled" with
a GENÈVE 3 RIVE cds.
dated Sep .8, 1950.

The whole thing,
found in a dealer's
"quarter box," is
absolutely bogus --
from front to end!!

On the picture side
is a photo/litho of
Lake Lucerne . Maybe
all of this was a
publicity stunt for
the Swiss Tourist
Offices in English
speaking countries,
because there are NO

such cards known to have been issued, ever . The "cancellation" is screened/
printed on, fake address and text are in the same color . PLEASE, WHAT IS THIS?
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LITERATURE. REVIEWS

GROSSES HANDBUCH DER ABSTEMPLUNGEN AUF SCHWEIZER MARKEN, BY ANDRES &

EMMENEGGER, FINAL INSTALMENT, PART IV; NEW EDITION '

The reissue of this major work is now complete . The fourth and final

segment's release officially took place in December, 1977, and some co-
pies were apparently available at Lemanex ; but for reasons unknown,

the concluding section of this "magnum opus", brought up to date most -

ly by Messrs . A .Lipp and Alfred Müller, father and son, was not much
advertised nor displayed, and for practical purposes has been kept
under wraps! Pages for Part IV cost approx . SFr . 30 ., plus postage.

The pages of the last instalment fit into the previously furnished 3
illustration and 5 text and listings binders .

	

Excellently covered
are customs markings and date strikes, telegraph cancellationsthrough
1907 and beyond, telephone markings, and train company or early admin -

istrative railway marks . Military markings from 1846 to about 1910
also are treated, and so are 1870-71 internment markings, hotel marks_

(postal and private origin), business firms' monogram ovals and rect -
angles on stamps (perfin precursors, mostly) and firms' posting marks.

There follow (in an appendix) markings of foreign post offices inside
Switzerland, border or train p.o. markings on mail into or through
France, and cancellations of Swiss post offices abroad.

In a second appendix, new cancellation types (cds) put into use in the
twentieth century, before 1907 (and some of their much later recuts)
are quite summarily treated -- with many omissions of types and pla -

ces -- but it was really not the task nor scope of this handbook (or -
iginally listing the markings through 1882 only) to be suddenly comp -

lete in a field where almost no research has been completed.

Illustrations are very clear, and the pictorial index preceding all
listings also is complete now . A pull-out section on yellow paper
serve as a quick and handy abbreviated reference to all 8 volumes.

The principal re-authors (and their many helpers) are to be congratu -

lated on completing their enormous task, even though it is far from
complete especially in the newer chapters ; but at least now "Mr .Aver-

age Collector" can peruse the book and report items not in the lists.
Then, by 1986 or so, a lengthy supplement will likely be published.

Anyone interested in acquiring a copy of this final instalment may
send $20 . for the approx . 200 pages to the editor of TELL . Pages will

be ordered after September 20 and may be delivered by December 31 . FG

REFERENCE LIST OF POSTAL CODE NUMBERS : LOCALITIES IN SWITZERLAND WITH ''POST-

LEITZAHL." By R.L.Rainey, 3350 Orion St.,NW, Canton OH 44720 . 28p., plus 1 p.
supplement . $3 .50, including postage within the U .S . ; from the author.

A .H .P .S . member Rainey took three available sources of information and com -
bined them to produce a cross reference list of all towns with currently ac -

tive (1-1-79) post offices . The offices are listed numerically (as in the PTT
Numerical	 Indexto Swiss Postal	 Code Numbers; Bern, 1978 ; item 310 .05 GD-PTT) .
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Rainey added those who have a machine publicity flag (F) and those who have a
hand publicity cancellation (pictorial : K & K+ ; the + not being explained, it
seems) . The information for post offices with publicity flags or hand stamps
was gleaned from the soon to be reissued machine cancellations handbook and
from the 1976 issue of the publicity cancel handbook .

	

The supplementary sheet
In Rainey's publication updates information through early 1979 .

	

A general
cancel collector will find these large size pages handy because they permit
the recording of one's cancellation " possessions," except for larger towns and
cities where branch offices are NOT listed -- something perhaps to be remedied.

THE SWISS PHILATELIST, Nos .76-77-78 . The Amateur collector, London, England.

This formerly quarterly publication for a few years now has appeared only once
a year, with a double or even triple indicium number . In the latest issue of
about June, 1979, there is a big "plug " for the International Stamp Exhibition
in London (May, 1980) . In addition one finds a most intriguing article on
Post-World War I Swiss "Guarded Trains" Mail (to Poland, Rumania, and else-
where) by R .F, Bulstrode (an article by the way since also published, in
German, in the BBZ) ; an update on the actual values of "T" canceled postage stamps
of Switzerland (these seem to be much more avidly collected in the U .K . than
either in the U .S . or in Switzerland) ; and a brief, but valuable excursion in-
to the dangerous field of thin paper Strubel stamps, by H .Katcher .

	

Further
discussed are the large plate flaw on the Standing Helvetia 50 cts . (Z70A, 70C,
70D), information concerning Swiss revenues (by M .N .Thaler), and an incredible
list of selected Swiss stamps ' value performance between January, 1976 and
September, 1978 in relation to the sinking British Pound .

	

The $2 . asked for
this triple issue, sent to you by airmail, are well worth spending.

LES POSTES DU CANTON DU VALAIS . By Louis Vuille, Yverdon, Switzerland. A vol-
ume issued on the occasion of Lemanex and given free to all exhibitors . NOT
AVAILABLE FOR SALE (but two copies were offered in the July/August TELL).

Mr . Vuille, a well-known stamp dealer and collector in French Switzerland, as-
sembled a beautifully written and marvellously documented volume of inform-
ation on postal matters in the Canton du Valais, from earliest times over the
French occupation and French department periods to about 1848 . Lavishly illus -
trated and featuring a great number of probably unique and/or extremely rare
documents and postmarks (in photographs) the book is a veritable eye opener on
what postal history occurred in that "off the beaten path " part of Switzerland.
Interested parties may inquire at your editor's on how maybe to get a copy.

SCHWEIZER IN AMERIKA (Swiss in the U .S .) . By Karl Lüönd . (Olten, Switzerland:
Walter Verlag, 1979).
For those who speak German this interesting volume will provide a lot of in-
formation and learning .

	

Did you know that Philippe Suchard, Louis Agassiz,
Henry Clay Frick, Louis Chevrolet, Eddie Rickenbacker, and the Guggenheims all
were Swiss . . .or do you know who these people really were?

Journalist Lüönd, now chief editor of a boulevard paper in Zürich, sketches in -
dividual portraits on a variety of famous (and some not so famous, but rather
industrious, if not hungry) Swiss who left their "Heimat" to find a new life in
wondrous America : from farmers to Anabaptists and to very early adventurers
(Diebold v .Erlach, who reached the U .S . in 1564 and died probably at the hands
of the Spanish, two years later), to officially commissioned emigration chiefs
(Christoph de Graffenried, the founder of New Berne, SC), to poor/rich/poor
John Sutter, the "general" of Sacramento, to painter Frank Buchser, etc .,etc.

Many contemporary greats are discussed as well : from Oscar of the Waldorf to
Othmar Ammann and Elisabeth Kübler-Ross, the after-life researcher .

	

F .Ganz
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postal facilities.
Since many straight
line cancels were
being phased out
at thattime, their
occurrence on this
issue is relative -
ly infrequent.

Parcel cardof
1906,Reconvillier
to Genoa (Italy),
viaSwiss Postal
(Exchange) Agency
at Domodossola in
Italy . Refused 6
returned, via the
Swiss customs office. Domodossola.

'Guinand, P .,'rdielveti-
e debout: dates impos-
sibles." SBZ, 2&6, 1977 .
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Special cancellations were
used on fiscal paper, such
as money orders and C .O .D.
letters, the latter some-
times having a circular
"NACHNAHME" cancellation.

Other classes of cancella-
tions of special interest
are the customs cancella -

tions and obliterations 10 and those
of Swiss postal agencies abroad",
most of these situated a few miles
across the border in Italy or France.
(See previous page for Colico sample;
These stations were maintained to
transmit mail where rugged geography
would make an office on Swiss soil
quite impractical . One such example
is the Swiss agency in Domodossola,
near the Italian end of the Simplon
tunnel.

The whole field of cancellations is
vast ; and only a few quick glimpses
have been given here to show its pos -
sibilities.

COVERS AND POSTALDOCUMENTS

Stamps are printed to be used (at least they should be) and a collection of cov -
ers and various postal paper showing the uses of the Standing Helvetia issue is
thus very interesting .

	

In addition to letters, these stamps were used to prepay
postage for parcels, on a form called "Begleit-Adresse" (package card accompany -
ing the parcel (see previous page) . Bulk mailing fees for unstamped printed mat-
ter were paid by use of large multiples of the high values, on another form de-

signed for that purpose
but usually remaining
with the post office.
For money orders and
C .O .D . letters these
stamps were used to pay
the appropriate tariff.

So-called "Buntfrankatur" of Z66E, 73E, and
75E on a value-declared
letter with currency,
Geneva-Baden=Baden (
Germany), 1904.

10Beak, Derek R., "Swiss:
Customs Cancellations," in

Helvetia NewsLetter, March-
November, 1974 ; also in Hel-
vetia Herald (SASS), VII and
IX, 1972 (Ganz).
11Auberson, Alb., "Les Agences
postales suisses à l'étran-
ger," Bern,1937. Excerpt
from SBZ No . 1 - 5, 1937.
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Covers which carry the proper franking and thereby illustrate the use of the
stamps, make an attractive addition to almost any collection ; The historic in-
formation revealed by covers adds interest and important background . Single
stamp frankings currently are the rage -- sought by postal history buffs in
search of rate structure questions -- but very desirable covers too are those.
with several different values, plus perhaps even examples of the concurrent low
value issues . In German such covers are known by the descriptive term "Bunt -
frankatur" (colorful franking).

Postage rates changed
a lot during the life
of this issue and
were fairly complex;
and Standing Helve -
tia stamps could be
used only for the
more expensive mail

	

1

items, such as:

Domestic letter over
15g : 20 Rp ., 1882-84,
after which year it
was reduced to 10 Rp.

Foreign letters, 1892
-1907: 25Rp. for each
15g . (After 1907 : 25
Rp . up to 20g .)

Foreign rate double
weight letter after
1907 : 40 Rp .

Registration: 25 Rp.
in addition to basic
postage.

On money orders after
1905, the tariff had.
to be paid with

stamps according to the following
schedule:

Fr . 20 .-100 . : 20 Rp . (cent .)
Fr .100 .-200 . : 30 Rp.
Fr .200 .-300 . : 40 Rp.

etc . to
Fr .1000 . : = Fr . 1 .10

For foreign money orders the rate
was 25 Rp . per Fr . 25.

Special rates applied for many
classes of mail to places closely
across the border (rayon limi-
trophe : RL) .

Single franking of a Z69C on a
value-declared (containing cur-
rency) letter of 1892 from Les
Plans to Lausanne . Numbered label
is a parcel post label.
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THE POSTAL MARKINGS AND. CANCELLATIONS IN SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN ; PART 74:

MACHINE CANCELLATIONS, II . By Felix Ganz, with valuable help from M . Rutherfoord

Early in 1979, about 152 American Flier machines were in use in different local-
ities in Switzerland ; plus 2 machines in 2 places in Liechtenstein and 2 at the
United Nations post office in Geneva 10 .

	

123 German-made Klüssendorf machines
also were in use at that time, mostly, but not exclusively, at smaller offices.

Liechtenstein did not receive a machine of its own (Vaduz) until 1960 ; but Vaduz
machine cancellations nevertheless exist from 1925 on
(Fig .12) .

	

This is due to an interesting arrangement
which has permitted quite a few Swiss plus 2 Liech -
tenstein towns (at present there are 14 or 15 such
places) to forward accruing, large amounts of tourist
season postal cards or sudden large amounts of
printed matter (advertising mail, etc.) to the next, large
mail center . (In Liechtenstein, in the early case of
Vaduz, that was St .Gallen in Switzerland ; and current -
ly, in the case of Triesenberg, it is Vaduz .) In the
large center such "guest mail" is canceled by machine, BUT with
a so-called "Leihkrone," (loan crown) which indicates the actual posting point 's
name (Fig.13).
A listing of all
towns utilizing
or having util -
ized loan crowns
will be shown in
an appendix to
the final
installment of this ar-
ticle .

	

[This list
also appears in
SVP ' s August, 1978 periodical, Der Poststempelsammler, p . 8-9 .]

The collecting of machine cancellations by philatelists is a fairly recent de-
velopment

	

brought on in part by the distinctly elegant (if not graphically
outright tistic) slogans, designs or pictorial representations of special e-
vents that frequently match issued stamps -- yet another philatelic specialty
of the maximum cover type, and to be discussed and depicted later.

Machine cancellations also interest " Heimat " and topical collectors, and they
further appeal to many collectors with a limited pocketbook (although it should
be stated here quite clearly that certain Swiss machine cancellations are ex -
tremely scarce, or rare, especially in clean, legible condition, with some hav -

ing commanded around $200 . and more, in cut-out form, at recent auctions . . .not to

speak of entire letters or cards, or maximum combinations! (Fig . 14 - 17 .)

197_
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Collecting of machine cancellations may be pursued in many ways and variations.
The one basic field, collecting of date crown types, variations and anomalies,
such as missing date, wrong date, upside down crown, etc . (Fig .18) is still

pursued by only relatively few people although, or perhaps because, it is of
intriguing complexity .

	

There have been six basic crown types, and Fig .19 re-
produces them from an illustration which is to be part of the forthcoming re -
vised handbook on machine cancellations of Switzerland . It gives approximate
years of use and other information

NOTE : Experimental crown and machine types are not listed above ; but the dates

as shown need some clarification. *Crowns of type B can be found on the back of
letters as early as 1913 (Fig.20). But those crowns were sorting office strikes,
run without flags . A similar situation exists for about 10 years after 1958
(Fig .21) when single ring crowns saw use in such places as the Bern check office.
**The very first crowns with postal direction number (zip) put into use in 1964
had the zip number at the bottom of the crown (Fig .22). Dates for crowns as shown

in column D are June 16, 1964, and later .

	

+ A few machines with 28mm crowns
saw use at Bern 18 (Fig.23), etc.
from February, 1961 -- without
"zip " number . Actual type E-s,
as shown above, date from No -
vember 4, 1965 . ++ And an ex-
perimental model similar to
type F saw use in Bern as ear -
ly as June 1, 1968 . To be cont .
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NEWS, BRIEFS, TIDBITS, VARIA AND TRIVIA FROM THE EDITOR PRO TEM'S BINS

Michael Rutherfoord reports from Switzerland that LEMANEX officially "lost" 1 .2
million Swiss francs -- not too surprising since there was no admission fee.
The exhibitors paid no frame fee either, and everybody received all sorts of-
beautiful souvenirs, prizes, and what have you . But the Lemanex souvenir sheet,
issued to guard against the deficit, took care of all expenses inasmuch as it
brought in over 3 million francs' profit from the surtax charged (1 .50 per
sheet) . Thus the souvenir sheet not only paid all expenses, but resulted in a
hefty, additional sum for the Swiss Fund for Philately . Even with minimal bank
interest rates (currently 1 1/4 to 2 1/4% max .) in Switzerland, and in spite of
the Fund's administrators ' weeping over the reduced amounts they have at hand
because of the low interest rates, philately and philatelic research will not
die of starvation in the land of Helvetia . . .especially if you look at absolu -
tely unheard-of results of most auctions now going on over there!

The railroad from Locarno (Switzerland) to Domodossola (Italy), through the
scenic Centovalli valley, was so heavily damaged by rains last fall (bridges
and tracks washed away) that service had to stop completely until April of this
year . But not everything is repaired yet, and passengers must transfer to a bus
for part of this spectacular journey . One hopes to have it all back on 4-1-80.

THIS IS THE LAST "TELL" BEFORE A .H .P .S .' SECOND ANNUAL CONVENTION AT SEPAD IN
PHILADELPHIA . IF YOU HAVE NOT YET MADE ARRANGEMENTS TO BE THERE, YOU BETTER GET
"WITH IT" BECAUSE OTHERWISE YOU MAY SUDDENLY FIND YOURSELF WITHOUT A ROOM . SEE
YOU THERE.

Have you filled out your sales circuit participation blank? Have you filled out
your collection interests blank for the membership directory? Have you ever
bid in an A .H .P .S . auction? All those questions should be answered with a re-
sounding "OF COURSE ;" but unfortunately your editor has learned otherwise from
those charged with making your Swiss collecting easier and more pleasant . COME
ON ; DON'T JUST MOPE . TRY IT -- YOU'LL LIKE IT.

The non-existent A .H .P .S . Midwest/Great Lakes Chapter's early May meeting pro -

duced one apparent dividend : three attendees wanted the recipe for the very
typically Swiss dish baked by your editor for the occasion ; so here it is, as
simply as possible:

BASEL ONION PIE . Buy a regular size pie shell (unless you like to make your
own dough), poke holes into its bottom with a fork and then bake it, unfilled,
for about 10 min . (until browning at crust's edges) . In the meantime glaze a
pound of chopped onions (frozen or fresh) in either chopped bacon, butter, or
oil . Sift into this mass (still hot) about 2 tablespoons of flour -- 'nough to
dry up the moisture . Then break 1 egg (plutocrats take two) into a bowl, add
salt and pepper to taste, plus a small cup of milk or half and half . You may
also add some parsley (chopped), a chopped green pepper, or a couple spoonfuls
of grated cheese . Then fold the now cooled onions-plus-flour mixture into the
bowl, and subsequently spoon the entire mass into the prebaked pieshell . Bake
at about 375 - 400° until rising and developing a golden color . Cool for about
5 minutes before cutting and eating . Can also be eaten cold . This is an OPEN
pie

The 40 cts . Europa stamp with the Basel mailbox presents a problem, according
to a careful observer : HOW DO YOU OPEN THE BOX? The artist, in his license of
treating the subject, left off the keyhole for the box . TOUGH!!

The Swiss American Historical Society devoted its entire June, 1979 Newsletter
(Vol .XV, No .2) to Othmar Hermann Ammann

	

1879-1965, including a philatelic
souvenir pictured on its cover (not the one by A .H .P .S .' NJ chapter) . Articles (in

English) include an "Introduction" by H .K .Meier ; "His Way to Great Bridges, " by
Urs C . Widmer ; "Memories of my Father," by Margot Ammann Durrer, and a biblio -
graphy, by Urs C . Widmer . Available via Old Dominion University, Norfolk VA .
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. . .more News, Briefs, Tidbits, Trivia and Varia

HOW'S YOUR IQ? That was a question asked in Linn's	 Stamp News of May 28,1979. It
went on stating that "studies indicate that persons who choose stamp collecting
as a hobby show a high level of intelligence, according to Dr . Irving Ross, a
psychologist writing in Delta Air Lines' SKY Magazine ."-- " Studies reportedly
show that those who choose collecting as a hobby tend to display the highest IQ.
A further breakdown shows that among the collectors, stamp hobbyists are
brighter and better adjusted than [those] who save things like match covers or cards ."

The American Philatelic Society (APS) invites collectors to join their philatel -
ic friends on an exciting, APS-sponsored tour to London, England, to attend the
international stamp exhibition being held at Earls Court Exhibition Center, May
6 - 14, 1980 . Collectors can stay one, two, or three weeks, departing the U .S.
on May 3 and returning May 11, 18, or 25 . The entire package costs $359 per per-
son, double occupancy (apparently for the shortest tour) and includes a recep -
tion on May 7 . A free brochure can be requested upon mailing

	

a self-addressed
envelope, stamped, to : CENTRE FOR TRAVEL INC ., 114 Hiester St ., STATE COLLEGE
PA 16801 .

	

(It would be nice if a bunch of Helvetians would travel together .)

In connection with the above exhibition, your editor received the following in-
vitation from the Amateur Collector Ltd . : . ."we read with interest your note a-
bout the possibility of A .P .S . [and A .H .P .S .] members meeting up with the London
group of the British Helvetia Society at the "London 1980" Exhibition . -- If the
plan comes to fruition, Mr . Katcher thought it would be a nice idea if you use
our booth at the show as a meeting point for everyone to link up beforehand .

	

I
think the same kind of thing was arranged at INTERPHIL in Philadelphia, and mem -
bers found it very helpful . -- At our national exhibitions, Mr . Katcher offers
his booth as a rendezvous point to members of the British Helvetia Society and
he would be very pleased to extend this same "hospitality" to our American
friends . --

	

With kind regards	 "

It is now up to you, dear members, to plan, act, save quarters, or whatever.

For cancellation collectors of current postmarks there is somewhat unhappy news:
1) All postal acceptance stations (Postannahmestelle ; Dépôt d'envois postaux;
Posto di accettazione di invii postali) are to receive, after July, 1979, their
OWN circular date strikes, thus uniformly replacing the variety of cancellations
now in use . About 100 such places will be affected altogether.
2) The date bridges of ALL not yet recut, smallest town post office cds are to
be changed, after July 1, 1979, to include the time of day . This will affect al-
most 1000 current cancellation hammers, and since all these places possess only
ONE cds, an avalanche of emergency strikes might be expected for months or even
years . But it seems that specially trained teams of repairmen will make
appointed rounds and change all these hammers on location -- in a few minutes' time.
The reason given has to do with the need of indicating the hour of day on all
special delivery letters . . . .a rather threadbare reason since the PTT managed
well for 130 years without indication of the hour from those tiny post offices!

JURA NEWS : Basel City Canton voters, sort of lukewarmishly, in May OKd constitu -
tional amendments, or rather the study of such amendments, that would permit,
upon proper popular votes in years to come, the attaching of the Jura's German
speaking Laufen district to Basel City Canton . The vote was 28,000 to 22,000.
" Attaching" is the wrong term since the two regions would not be contiguous.

Oddity : Liechtenstein uses a few postal meter machines (private and govt. places).
The country's name appears as F .LIECHTENSTEIN on both crown and flag ; but the
Principality seems to have been subjugated by Switzerland (shades of IRADUG??)
inasmuch as a SWISS CROSS is prominently featured no less than three times on
each meter imprint : once on the crown, and twice on the value indicium . . .rather
strange if for example the mailing emanates from the Liechtenstein National Bank!
Probably just one of those thoughtless incidents cooked up by some "red tapist . "
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AHPS Sales Circuits 1978-79 Financial Summary

This is the final accounting for this past circuit season ; my third one . It shows,

surprisingly, a small decline in participation in the circuits even though commercial
stamp business is higher than ever before . But this is possible because a lot of peo-

ple purchased higher priced items as a hedge against inflation, whereas the highest
priced items in the circuits did not exceed $140 .00.

Even though the postage increased significantly, we were able to reduce postage due
to the fact that the limitation from $200 .00 insurance has been increased to $400 .00
which permitted the mailing of fewer circuits.

Howard Riemann is our new circuit manager . He will work together with Frank Geddes.
I with them both luck and success . It was nice to have been able to serve you.

Respectfully submitted,















Felix Ganz, Editor pro-tem
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